Overview of Services
When you can ensure that capabilities
improve performance in ways that are
measurable, reliable, and sustainable,
you can fully realize the promise of digital
transformation. This is the vision that
drives ResultWorks as an innovation
partner.
ResultWorks understands that the impact
of the vision we share with our clients
can be evolutionary or transformative,
impact a key area in a single location or
an entire enterprise across multiple
geographies.

Achieving today’s Life Science
organizational goals requires a
unique combination of insightful
strategies and tactics that maximize
the capabilities of your people,
processes and technology.

We have assisted many Fortune 500 Life Science leaders to optimize
workflow, technology, and organizational responsiveness.

Now a member of Astrix, the market leader in dedicated digital transformation and specialized staffing
services for science-based businesses, ResultWorks brings an unparalleled array of professional services
that have enabled our clients to achieve their vision for transforming digital and technical ecosystems
across a spectrum of Research, Development, Preclinical, Clinical, Regulatory, Safety and Manufacturing
operations. Our service offerings cover:

Strategic Innovation

We bring new
approaches to solving
complex business
problems that propel
forward movement via
innovative thinking,
collaboration, and
organizational change
management.

Integrated
Business Analysis

Technology and
Architecture

Digital Management
and Governance

Our team identifies
challenges, gaps, barriers,
and opportunities within
your current environment
and collaborates with you
to co-create the desired
future state. A
comprehensive plan is
specifically designed to
transform end-to-end
workflows and data flows,
identify technology
opportunities, and define
user requirements. Once
completed, we can lead or
assist in the process of
vendor solution selection
to achieve the envisioned
future business
environment.

We assess your current
technologies, creating
thoughtful platformbased and data-centric
strategies with an
emphasis on digital
readiness and smart
movement to the
cloud, while leveraging
emerging technologies
to support the
business direction.

We construct
pragmatic strategies
and frameworks for
data governance,
assessments of data
quality, and planning
for optimized
management of digital
assets across the
organization.
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The Difference is in Our Methodology
ResultMethodology
We ensure successful outcomes through skilled facilitation that aligns business and technology
stakeholders. ResultWorks approach uses a framework of proven methods developed around our signature
ResultMethodology that promotes collaboration and rapid decision-making while balancing people,
process, and technology challenges. Evolved over hundreds of engagements, representing thousands of
hours of client collaboration, our unique methodology ensures the right team, expertise, approach, and
results.

A Staged Approach for Clarity, Control, and Confidence
Projects are constructed in stages, with appropriately planned client interactions that can be one-on-one, in
working meetings, or ResultSessions. Our ResultMethodology has been proven effective when applied from
departmental-focused projects, all the way up to complex strategic and global initiatives.
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ResultSessions
Facilitated interactive workshops, known as ResultSessions, are critical engines of our methodology. The
ResultSession unifies business and technical stakeholders in a highly interactive environment that examines
critical business issues and focuses on building alignment, and buy-in, via change management.
The power of the ResultSession emerges from the broad approach of future state envisioning that takes the
view of what is possible in the future. For many participants, this is the first time they share a perspective
on the end-to-end workflow and data flow of the organization.

ResultSessions can be Tailored to

ResultSessions can be Tailored to
ResultWorks engagements span Research, Preclinical, Pharmaceutical Development, Early Development
and Translational, Clinical Development, Pharmacovigilance / Safety, Regulatory Affairs, and Manufacturing.
Sample of our project successes:
Data Centric, Platform Based Research Technology Strategy
Agile Approach to Regulatory Information Management Release Management
Pharmaceutical Sciences Data Management Strategy and Roadmap
Digital Pathology Strategy, Definition, and Implementation Plan
Cell Therapy Technology Strategy and Architecture
Drug Development Data Governance Framework
To learn more about these projects and others visit: www.resultworksllc.com/result-stories.php
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The Bottom Line
ResultWorks achieves success for our clients through skilled facilitation and exceptional management
leadership. We work fluidly across Life Science domains from research to manufacturing. The cornerstone
of ResultWorks approach is a methodology, honed through hundreds of successful engagements, that
emphasizes collaboration, balances people, process, and domain-specific technology challenges, to enable
rapid decision-making that achieve our clients’ goals.

Contact Us
101 Lindenwood Drive, Suite 225
Malvern, PA 19355
Phone:
484-875-3153
Email:
MARKETING@RESULTWORKSLLC.COM
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